AFRICAN DIASPORA FELLOWS PROGRAM 2015 – PRESENTERS’ BIBLIOGRAPHY

A list of the ADFP 2015 Workshop presenters’ publications follows. Please note that the citations were taken from the presenters’ CVs and include a variety of citation styles. Individual presenters’ lists of publications are also available as separate documents.

DAINA RAMEY BERRY

BOOKS

BOOK CHAPTERS


ARTICLES


Berry, Daina Ramey. “‘She do a Heap of Work:’ Female Slave Labor on Glynn County Rice and Cotton Plantations.” Georgia Historical Quarterly 82.4 (1998): 707-734.


BIBLIOGRAPHIES
ENCYCLOPEDIA ENTRIES


KIA LILLY CALDWELL

BOOKS
To Be Fully Human: (Re)Making Human Rights in African Diaspora Communities (in progress).

Gender, Race, and Health Equity in Brazil: Intersectional Perspectives on Policy and Practice (under review).


EDITED VOLUMES
Kia Caldwell, Kathleen Coll, Tracy Fisher, Renya Ramirez and Lok Siu, eds. Gendered Citizenships: Transnational Perspectives on Knowledge Production, Political Activism, and Culture (Palgrave Macmillan, Comparative Feminist Studies Series, 2009).

JOURNAL ARTICLES
Kia Caldwell, Allison Mathews, and Niasha Brown, “Trust and Negotiated Risk as Factors Influencing Middle SES Black Women’s Condom Use” (in progress)


“Black Feminism and HIV/AIDS in Brazil: Intersections and Ruptures,” Special Issue on Afro-descendant Feminisms in the Americas, Meridians (under review).
Co-editor with Sonia Alvarez, Special Issue of Meridians on Afro-Descendant Feminisms in the Americas (under review).


BOOK CHAPTERS
“Thinking Comparatively about Black Women’s Studies in the United States and Brazil: The Politics of Knowledge Production.” In Race and the Politics of Knowledge Production: Diaspora and Black Transnational Scholarship in the USA and Brazil, edited by Elizabeth Hordge-Freeman and Gladys Mitchell-Walthour (forthcoming).


BOOK REVIEWS


NON-ACADEMIC AND POPULAR PUBLICATIONS


RENEE ALEXANDER CRAFT


**BOOK CHAPTERS**


**BOOKS**


**NON-ACADEMIC WRITING:**


**JURIED CONFERENCE PAPERS:**


“Zora's Daughters: Quilting Toward Power, Possibility, and Community In an Age of Economic Insecurity” Performance Studies International Conference, June 27-July 1, 2012.

“Remember Celedonio: El Diablo Mayor de Portobelo, Panama” Sixth International Congress of Qualitative Inquiry, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, May 26-29, 2010.

“‘Food for Thought’ A Legacy in Four Courses: Dwight Conquergood and the Politics of Radical Presence,” Fourth International Congress of Qualitative Inquiry, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, May 14-17, 2008.


WILLIAM (“SANDY”) DARITY

BOOKS


BOOKS – CO-AUTHORED


BOOKS - EDITED


MONOGRAPHS

ARTICLES


"The Impact of Labor Force History on Self-Esteem and Its Component Parts, Anxiety, Alienation and Depression" (with Arthur Goldsmith and Jonathan Veum) Journal of Economic Psychology Vol. 17 1996, pp. 183-220. (Article received Citation for Excellence by ANBAR Electronic Intelligence)


"Mr. Keynes, the New Keynesians and the Concept of Full Employment" (with Arthur H. Goldsmith) in Paul Wells (ed.) Post-Keynesian Economic Theory Boston: Kluwer 1995 pp. 73-95.


PIERCÉ FREELON

BOOK/JOURNAL CONTRIBUTIONS


JOSEPH JORDAN

BOOK CHAPTERS


ARTICLES

The International Simposio Amilcar Cabral: A 30 Year Journey, The Black Scholar.


ENCYCLOPEDIA ENTRY

LISA A. LINDSAY

BOOKS


BOOK CHAPTERS
2014 Lisa A. Lindsay and John Wood Sweet, “Introduction: Biography and the Black Atlantic,” in Lindsay and Sweet (eds.), Biography and the Black Atlantic


“Money, Marriage and Masculinity on the Colonial Nigerian Railway,” in Lindsay and Miescher (eds.), *Men and Masculinities in Modern Africa*

Stephan F. Miescher and Lisa A. Lindsay, “Introduction: Men and Masculinities in Modern African History,” in Lindsay and Miescher (eds.), *Men and Masculinities in Modern Africa*


“Shunting between Masculine Ideals: Nigerian Railwaymen in the Colonial Era,” in Andrea Cornwall (ed.), *Readings in Gender in Africa* (Bloomington: Indiana University Press), 141-147

**ARTICLES**


“A Tragic Romance, a Nationalist Symbol: The Case of the Murdered White Lover in Colonial Nigeria,” *Journal of Women’s History* 17, 2 (summer, 2005): 118-14

“Money, Marriage and Masculinity on the Colonial Nigerian Railway: A Case Study of Imperialism, Railways and Gender in Africa,” in Günter Dinhobl (ed.), *Eisenbahn/Kulture (Railway/Culture)*, Mitteilungen des Österreichischen Staatsarchivs, Sonderband 7 (Vienna), 231-244


“'To Return to the Bosom of their Fatherland': Brazilian Immigrants in Nineteenth Century Lagos,” *Slavery and Abolition* 15 (1994): 22-50

**KEISHA-KHAN PERRY**

**BOOKS**


**BOOK CHAPTERS**


“Hacia una pedagogía feminista negra en Brasil: Conocimientos de las mujeres negras en los movimientos comunitarios,” in Pedagogías decoloniales: Prácticas insurgentes de resistir, (re)existir y (re)vivir, Catherine Walsh, Editor. (Quito: Ediciones Abya-Yala, December 2013), pp. 255-274.


REFEREED JOURNAL ARTICLES


“Daqui não saio, daqui ninguém me tira’: Poder e Política na Gamboa de Baixo, Salvador da Bahia [‘I will not leave here, no one will take me away from here’: Power and Politics in Gamboa de Baixo, Salvador da Bahia],” co-authored with Ana Cristina da Silva Caminha in Revista Gênero, Volume 9, Number 1 (2008), pp. 127-153.


WORKING PAPERS


OP-EDS

“‘People are born here and only leave here when they die’: On forced land eviction in Salvador, Brazil,” University of Minnesota Press Blog, November 1, 2013.

GLADYS L. MITCHELL WALTHOUR

BOOKS - EDITED

ARTICLES

“Priming Race and Class in Brazil: Afro-Brazilian Support for Racial versus Class Policy.” Co-authored manuscript with Kristine Kay and Ismail White. Accepted Politics, Groups, and Identities.


BOOK CHAPTERS


ENCYCLOPEDIA ENTRY